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All this can be found in this book



How you stage shots is vital. This is a major factor for audience to understand what is 
happening.

 

Mickey from side and front > What shape are 
Mickey’s ears?

Staging – setting up the scene and composition as clear as possible



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gTaZjHZq_2o




Creating good silhouettes, (staging)
While creating any layout think how readable it is. Think about silhouettes and perspective 
while photographing and drawing. Naturally this applies to layout in general.

BAD, BAD STAGING



Where staging can (and should) be applied
● Interior Design: In interior design, staging refers to the process of arranging furniture, decor, 

and other elements within a space to create a specific mood or atmosphere. It involves 
considering factors such as scale, balance, and functionality to achieve a harmonious and 
visually appealing design.

● Sales and Marketing: In sales and marketing, staging refers to the process of presenting a 
product or service in a way that maximizes its appeal to potential customers. It includes factors 
such as packaging, presentation, and pricing, as well as the use of visual and verbal cues to 
create a desirable image of the product or service

● Drawing and Illustration: In drawing and illustration, staging refers to the arrangement of 
elements within the image to create a clear and effective composition. This includes considering 
factors like focal point, balance, directional lines, negative space, and atmosphere to effectively 
communicate the intended message to the viewer.
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Thumbnailing!
Thumbnailing is a vital step in the creative process as it shapes your entire project. 

By fleshing out small sketches, you can eliminate undesirable ideas and uncover 

intriguing elements. It's akin to window shopping or trying on clothes to find the 

perfect fit. Skipping thumbnailing leads to more cleanup work later on. While the 

initial idea may be cool, refining and clarifying certain concepts becomes necessary, 

consuming extra time.

Thumbnailing helps you avoid these pitfalls and is easy to learn if you can sketch. It's 

about rapidly generating new ideas.Other way of thinking it would be to use term, 

Fail Fast.

In character drawing one needs to add the body language, not just facial expressions.



Using silhouettes in drawing
Silhouettes are an important aspect of staging in drawing, and I apologize for not including them in my 
previous answer. Silhouettes can be used to create a clear and distinct shape for a character or object, which 
can help the viewer quickly identify and understand the composition of the drawing. Here are some tips for 
using silhouettes in drawing staging:

1. Use clear shapes: Silhouettes work best when they are simple and clear. Use strong, recognizable 
shapes to create the silhouettes of your characters or objects.

2. Avoid tangents: A tangent is when two or more shapes or lines touch or overlap in a way that creates 
visual confusion. Avoid tangents in your silhouettes by keeping the shapes separate and distinct.

3. Consider negative space: The negative space around a silhouette can be just as important as the 
silhouette itself. Use negative space to create balance and contrast within the composition.

4. Use contrast: Silhouettes can be used to create contrast within a composition. Use dark silhouettes 
against a light background or light silhouettes against a dark background to create a striking visual 
effect.

By using silhouettes in your drawing staging, you can create clear and visually appealing compositions that 
effectively communicate your message to the viewer.



Drawing task
Pick up some paper and pens!

Draw small silhouette based 
drawings of the three scenarios in 
ten minutes! Make as many as you 
can in that time!



You are free to:
● Share — copy and redistribute the material in any 

medium or format
● Adapt — remix, transform, and build upon the 

material for any purpose, even commercially

Under the following terms:
● Attribution — You must give appropriate credit, 

provide a link to the license, and indicate if changes 
were made. You may do so in any reasonable 
manner, but not in any way that suggests the licensor 
endorses you or your use.

● No additional restrictions — You may not apply 
legal terms or technological measures that legally 
restrict others from doing anything the license 
permits.
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